Unified Model Deformation and Flow Transition Measurements
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Introduction

The number of optical techniques that may potentially be used during a given wind tunnel test is continually growing. These include parameter sensitive paints that are sensitive to temperature or pressure, several different types of off-body and on-body flow visualization techniques, optical angle-of-attack (AoA), optical measurement of model deformation, optical techniques for determining density or velocity, and spectroscopic techniques for determining various flow field parameters. Often in the past the various optical techniques were developed independently of each other, with little or no consideration for other techniques that might also be used during a given test. Part of the justification for this approach was that many of the measurement attempts with optical techniques were for demonstration or proof-of-concept purposes rather than for routine measurements\(^1\). In order not to compromise wind tunnel productivity, the techniques selected for a given test should ideally work together in a seamless and unified manner so as not to require separate run series. However, unified instrumentation does not necessarily mean that common cameras or data acquisition systems are employed for the various techniques. Such attempts at creating a hybrid measurement system often result in an awkward system that is not well suited for practical use. Rather what is meant by unification is a cooperative interaction where all needed measurements are obtained without appreciable interference between the techniques.

In addition to concerns about productivity, there are only a limited number of viewing and lighting window-ports that must be shared by the various optical techniques in a production wind tunnel. Perhaps even more crucial are conflicting requirements for the various techniques. For example, one technique may require that the test section lights be turned off, interfering with model surveillance as well as other techniques that require the test section lights be on. It is expected that the issues of unified instrumentation will become increasingly important in the future due to the major emphasis on productivity and the demand for the use of various optical techniques during production testing.

Recently two optical techniques have been increasingly requested for production measurements in NASA wind tunnels. These are the video photogrammetric (or videogrammetric) technique\(^2\) for measuring model deformation known as the video model deformation (VMD) technique, and the parameter sensitive paints\(^3,4\) for making global pressure and temperature measurements. Considerations for, and initial attempts at, simultaneous measurements with the pressure sensitive paint (PSP) and the videogrammetric techniques are described in reference \(^5\). Temperature sensitive paint (TSP) has been found to be useful for boundary-layer transition detection\(^3,4\) since turbulent boundary layers convect heat at higher rates than laminar boundary layers of comparable thickness. Transition is marked by a characteristic surface temperature change wherever there is a difference between model and flow temperatures. Recently, additional capabilities have been implemented in the target-tracking videogrammetric measurement system described in reference \(^6\). These capabilities have permitted practical simultaneous measurements using parameter sensitive paint and video model deformation measurements that led to the first successful unified test with TSP for transition detection in a large production wind tunnel.

Experimental Setup and Results

The NASA Ames 12-Ft Pressure Wind Tunnel is a closed circuit facility with testing capabilities of Mach number (M) from 0 to 0.55, Reynolds number per foot \((R_e)\) from 0.1 to \(15\times10^6\), stagnation pressure from 2 to 90 psia, and temperature range from 540
to 610 °R. A radiator mounted in the upstream diffuser section is capable of cooling the flow at rates up to 5°R/minute to enable transition detection with TSP. If uncooled, the tunnel can be heated at rates up to 1.5°R/minute. The trapezoidal wing (Trap Wing) semispan model used for this test is a high-lift configuration consisting of slat, main wing and flap with a semispan of 85.2 inches.

Simultaneous transition detection and model deformation measurements were made at M from 0.15 to 0.25 and Re from $3.5 \times 10^6$ to $15 \times 10^6$ over an AoA range of -4° to 36°. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1 (a). A target-tracking model deformation system was used to acquire and reduce multiple images per data point in order to calculate twist and bending due to aerodynamic loads of the main wing and trailing edge flap. The working principles of this system are based on digital photogrammetry. The system consists of a video CCD camera, a computer with a frame grabber, light sources and specially distributed targets on a model. Software includes image acquisition, target-tracking/centroid calculation, camera calibration, and data processing. Laboratory experiments indicate that the deformation system can achieve an accuracy of 0.001 inch in displacement and 0.005° in angle. For this wind tunnel test, in which a short focal length lens is used to accommodate the large range of AoA, the uncertainties of the bending for the main wing and flap are estimated to be 0.01 and 0.02 inch, respectively. The uncertainties of the angle measurements are estimated to be 0.05° and 0.1° for the main wing and flap, respectively.

The transition detection system consisted of TSP on the upper wing surface, three scientific-grade cooled CCD cameras, several flash UV lights for illumination, and a computer for data processing. EuTTA (Europium Thenoyltrifluoroacetonate) in model airplane dope was used as the temperature sensitive paint. This paint, described more fully in reference 4, has a temperature sensitivity of $-3.9\%/°C$. The EuTTA-dope paint was coated on white paint stripes along the main wing, slat, and trailing edge flap of the upper wing surface (Figure 1b). The white basecoat was used to enhance surface scattering and increase the luminescence emission of the TSP. TSP was applied only on the slat and the first 20% of chord on the main wing and flap since previous testing of this model in the Langley 14-by-22 Ft tunnel had shown that transition would always occur upstream of these locations. The remainder of the model was painted black as a background for fluorescent mini-tufts. The flash system, consisting of four 2000-joule photographic strobes, was used to illuminate both the TSP and the mini-tufts. The precision of the light intensity measurements with the cameras was shot-noise limited to 0.5 % of full scale, implying a temperature measurement precision of 0.15°C. Since transition measurements depend on relative temperature variation, no attempt was made to determine the absolute accuracy of the temperature measurements.

The deformation measurement system was adapted to work with UV lighting. No change in TSP data acquisition was required because the continuous UV directed toward the lower wing surface to illuminate deformation targets did not appreciably affect the TSP images. The lower surface (instead of the upper surface) was chosen for deformation measurements for several reasons. Larger targets (required by the deformation measurement system due to the use of lower spatial resolution CCD video-rate cameras) were not desirable on the upper surface where transition was to be measured in order not to interfere with the mini-tuft flow visualization. In addition, flash UV illumination of the upper surface would have introduced additional synchronization requirements for the
deformation measurement system and permitted only one image per data point. Hence, deformation data were acquired on the lower surface with continuous UV lights to produce high contrast images to ensure robust target tracking. Black targets were placed on white paint stripes coated with luminescent paint (EuTTA-dope) on both the main wing and trailing edge flap of the lower surface (Figure 1c). Five target rows were placed on the fuselage and at wing semispan locations of 25%, 47%, 66%, and 84%. (Data are not presented for the 84% semispan row since that row was not always in the field of view over the large AoA range for this test.) A progressive scan CCD camera was used to enable the selection of a relatively long (0.5 sec) integration time for continuous UV illumination and a relatively short (0.05 sec) integration time for normal test section lighting when TSP data were not to be taken. The model deformation measurement system could also be quickly configured through software changes to take data either simultaneously with TSP using UV illumination, or without TSP using normal test section lighting.

TSP data were obtained with three cameras viewing the slat, flap, and wingtip of the model. Because TSP brightness varies with illumination intensity, paint thickness, and temperature, raw TSP images were corrected by ratioing each image with a reference image. The following data acquisition procedure was used: The tunnel was first run for an extended period, without cooling, to raise the temperature of the flow and the model. Reference images were taken of the “hot” model at several different pitch angles. The cooling system was then activated, and “run” images were taken over the same AoA sequence while the flow cooled. The cooling sequence generally required 2-3 minutes, during which time the flow temperature dropped at about 5°/minute. Internal model temperatures, measured with thermocouples, lagged the flow by from 2° (slat) to 10° (main wing).

Figure 2 shows a typical transition image of the slat and main wing of the Trap Wing captured simultaneously with the deformation data acquisition. The model is at AoA = 24°, M = 0.15, and total pressure (P_t) = 1 atm with the slat and flap in landing configuration. Bright regions in the image are hot relative to dark regions. The slat is dark relative to the main wing because its lower mass allows it to more rapidly follow the drop in flow temperature. Since the flow cools the model, boundary layer transition is indicated by a sharp decrease in brightness. This effect can be seen clearly on the main wing, where transition occurs at 10-15% chord except behind the turbulent wakes of the slat brackets.

Examples of the twist and bending data for the main wing and flap taken under continuous UV illumination simultaneously with TSP, are presented in figures 3 and 4. Data are shown as a function of the AoA at three normalized semispan stations (represented by η) where targets were located. The test conditions are M = 0.15 and P_t = 4.3 atm. Data taken at a higher P_t than for figure 2 are shown in order to emphasize deformation for this very rigid model. The twist and bending were computed with a conformal transformation between wind-on and wind-off spatial coordinates. The relative bending between the flap and main wing is small as expected since the flap is not rooted in the fuselage, but is firmly attached to the main wing via four rigid brackets. The twist of the flap is generally greater than that of the main wing at a given spanwise station. This is probably due to the large deflection angle of the flap (25°) relative to the main wing, which effectively increases flap local AoA and hence aerodynamic loading.
Considerations for future unification efforts of TSP or PSP with video photogrammetry include the use of continuous UV on the same surface as the flash UV. Investigations are also underway to determine the appropriate manner in which to apply photogrammetry to generate a deformed surface grid for PSP or TSP mapping\(^6\). In addition, a unified PSP and deformation test is currently scheduled for the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. Plans are underway for the unification of a number of optical techniques that are in demand at the National Transonic Facility at NASA Langley, including video photogrammetry, fluorescent mini-tufts, TSP, and focusing schlieren.

**Conclusions**

For the first time a transition detection system using temperature sensitive paint (TSP) and a model deformation measurement system have been unified, enabling simultaneous measurements in a large production wind tunnel at the NASA Ames Research Center. Simultaneous transition detection and twist and bending measurements were made on the main wing and trailing edge flap of a trapezoidal semispan wing at \( M = 0.15 \) to 0.25, \( R_e = 3.5 \times 10^6 \) to 15\( \times 10^6 \), over an AoA range of -4° to 34°. The two optical measurement systems worked together seamlessly. The deformation measurement system was also configured with a simple software change to acquire data with normal test section lighting when TSP data were not being taken.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of setup looking downstream. (b) Upper surface of Trap Wing showing temperature sensitive paint (TSP) for transition detection on main wing and flap.

(c) Lower surface of wing showing black VMD targets on main wing and flap.
Figure 2. Transition on the upper surface of the Trap wing.
Figure 3. Wing bending as a function of angle-of-attack (AOA) at three spanwise locations (η) for (a) main wing and (b) flap.
Figure 4. Wing twist as a function of angle-of-attack (AOA) at three spanwise locations ($\eta$) for main wing and flap.